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Today, more and more wireless applications require fast, reliable, secure communications, in an ever-growing range of use cases that 
includes satellite communications, aviation, high-speed rail and private networks. While other technologies such as Wi-Fi are read-
ily available and affordable to deploy, across many use cases the underlying technology and protocols do not provide the necessary 
capability, speed, reliability, and security required for these specialized and sensitive applications. To meet the needs, requirements 
and challenges of these unique communication systems many designers are looking towards LTE based networks.

LTE has become the standard of choice for a wide range of specialized networks that were previously built on proprietary technology.  
Deployment of LTE based systems is increasingly being applied in specialized applications to create private networks that are secure, 
fast, and reliable. By basing these networks on well-defined global standards there is benefit from extensive re-use of expertise, 
technology, and protocols from the commercial world. For these private networks, LTE offers spectral efficiency and a well-defined 
architecture, as well as low latency, faster speeds, and high reliability.

Before network designers can capitalize on the benefits of LTE, they must first 
address unique technical challenges of their system requirements which typi-
cally extend beyond that of the LTE specifications known as 3GPP.  The 3GPP 
specifications set the standard for LTE network characteristics however special-
ized private networks often require different performance and capabilities in ar-
eas such as coverage, power, propagation delay, and Doppler shift.  These issues 
need to be carefully managed in deploying specialized communication networks 
for applications such as high-altitude platforms (HAPS), air-to-ground (A2G), 
and satellite communications for which the LTE standards and protocols were 
not intended.  These networks all have performance monitoring, security and 
distance requirements outside the typical LTE operating model.

4G LTE Solutions for Private Networks

Deploying a specialized or private network with LTE entails developing a radio access network (RAN) which connects base stations (often 

called small cells, access points or eNodeB) and a mobile device known as user equipment (UE) with LTE core software, providing a link to 

a core/backhaul network. The software that manages the network includes a physical layer (PHY) as well as a protocol stack.

CommAgility can deliver the adaptations and modifications needed for a broad range of private network designs and deployments 

through a robust and customizable range of hardware, software, and reference design solutions, supporting both eNodeB and UE func-

tionality. The combination of high-performance and flexible DSP, FPGA, and RF hardware with customizable UE and eNodeB PHY and Stack 

software provide the building blocks or reliable private networks for the most challenging and unique applications.  These hardware and 

software solutions are available standalone or as pre-integrated, flexible platforms. CommAgility is the go-to partner for customization 

and modification at all levels of an LTE private network with solutions that work in partnership for hardware and software to address 

specific customer needs, and to adapt to requirements outside the 3GPP specifications.
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Private network development with the LTE Reference eNodeB

Hardware and software solutions from CommAgility, such as the CA-D8A4-RF4 standalone baseband processing and RF card utilizing CommA-

gility small cell/UE PHY and stack software, enable secure eNodeB and UE performance in private LTE networks. Private networks dedicated to 

military or emergency service communications can integrate CommAgility products into eNodeB infrastructure, even pop-up, temporary base 

stations situated on various platforms (case, truck, or mobile tower) for quickly developing, critical operations. Solutions from CommAgility can 

also integrate into UE that support direct, real-time communications to end-users like first responders, as well as UE emergency response ve-

hicles. Secure transmissions are facilitated by four flexible and wideband RF channels of the CA-D8A4-RF4 over a 400 MHz to 6 GHz frequency 

range, with ruggedized options that comply with military testing standards. Furthermore, CommAgility manipulation capabilities can enable the 

dynamic allotment of uplink/downlink transmissions for asymmetric data flow requirements in mission-critical applications.

Private Network Development

Specialized applications and private network requirements often cannot use the 3GPP LTE standard without modifications and can re-
quire a significant investment of R&D time and resources. These systems either use only some parts of the standard, or they require 
algorithmic and protocol adaptations to deal with issues such as higher latency, longer range, higher Doppler shift, specific interference, 
or multiple parallel channels. Building a private network from the ground up comes with significant risk and is a resource intensive pro-
cess if system designers are not using the proper building block such as pre-tested, 3GPP compliant PHY and Stack software, running on 
compatible hardware.  

CommAgility has developed the expertise necessary to manipulate the standards and deliver compatible and compliant hardware and 
software for unique deployments where customization is critical.  The ability to make these adaptations, combined with ownership of 
the intellectual property for the PHY and Protocol Stack results in a product offering that can save time, reduce risk, and minimize cost in 
private network development and deployment.  By bundling a broad range of capabilities together CommAgility can offer LTE Reference 
eNodeB and LTE Reference UE to jump start system development.

For product developers, network engineers, and researchers, CommAgility LTE Reference eNodeB and LTE Reference UE platforms provide 
an integrated system, including both hardware and software. This system is fully tested to reduce risk and cut development time, and 
gives access to internal eNodeB or UE parameters. CommAgility also provides an LTE Management Tool with an easy-to-use graphical 
interface for managing and manipulating the hundreds of configuration parameters that are loaded by the LTE Protocol Stack on eNodeB 
start-up.

UE in vehicleTemporary or pop 
up base station

UE with Critical 
Personnel

Temporary and pop up base stations and mobile 
UE for critical personnel are all built on the 
CommAgility CA-D8A4-RFx and are enabled by 
CommAgility PHY and stack software. 
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Satellite Communications

Satellite communications systems is an example of a private network where a variant of LTE can be used in a closed system to im-
prove overall performance and reliability.  Satellites and other high-altitude platforms or pseudo-satellites offer the promise of in-
creased broadband coverage to remote communities and emergency communications capabilities for use during disaster recovery.  
An LTE based satellite communications system has multiple features and benefits that improve upon traditional satellite networks.  
In general, LTE devices and UE are widely available with phones, laptops, and tablets all being relatively low-cost devices. Terrestrial 
networks with satellite backhaul can also use standard equipment. For more specialized network systems LTE also provides native 
end-to-end security, including symmetric-key cryptography. 

For proper deployment in a satellite communication system, the LTE network requires algorithmic and protocol adaptations to deal 
with a range of problems not found in a standard LTE network such as higher latency, specific interference, or multiple parallel 
channels. Different types of satellite deployments have different technical challenges to overcome requiring different modifica-
tions to the LTE standard.  Ground stations supporting low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellite communications systems experience an 
increase in Doppler shift due to the relative motion between neighboring satellites and ground systems, impeding transmission 
reliability. Fixed geosynchronous equatorial (GEO) satellites, on the other hand, operate at much higher orbits, and therefore Dop-
pler shift does not significantly impact signal integrity. The high altitude of a GEO satellite however, does result in an increased 
signal delay, which can reduce network performance. 

The communications protocols to enable LTE to work over this satellite link require an in-depth knowledge of the LTE protocol and special-

ized expertise on extending the system beyond the LTE specifications.  CommAgility customized hardware and software solutions for both 

eNodeB and UE devices can address the ill-effects of GEO latency and LEO Doppler, as well as the technical challenges related to HAPS and 

satellite hybrid networks.

Starting from LTE eNodeB and UE software, hardware, and pre-integrated reference designs, CommAgility can provide network 

customization capabilities beyond the LTE specification for satellite networks, including: 
• Matched bandwidths and frequencies for the satellite link 

• Power control for beamforming with large antenna arrays 

• Location-based beam steering 

• Handling of increased signal roundtrip delay time 

• Multi-PHY baseband for parallel LTE channels 

• eNodeB scheduler customization for RF calibration 

• Testing solution for system integration and production

CommAgility hardware can also be ruggedized to meet MIL-E-540 and MIL-STD-461B standards.

Shipboard, vehicle based and mobile UE are all 
built on the CommAgility CA-D8A4-RFx, and the 
Ground Station eNodeB is built on the CommAgility 
AMC-D2A4-RFx. Both are enabled by CommAgility 
PHY and stack software. 
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Air-to-Ground and Transportation Networks

Driven by increasing passenger demand for in-flight Wi-Fi and aircraft monitoring, airlines are looking to add air-to-ground (A2G) 
communication solutions to replace today’s costly satellite connectivity. Similar requirements for connectivity and vehicle monitoring 
exist in other transportation applications such as trucking, buses and railways as well.  In these transportation applications LTE has 
become the preferred technology of choice but requires customization to support high vehicle speeds and large coverage cell sizes. 

Connecting from an aircraft traveling at typical cruising speeds of over 900 km/h, and at an altitude of above 10,000 meters, creates 
a specific set of technical challenges for reliable network performance beyond that of the standard LTE specifications. In particular, the 
network must be able to support high speeds and large cell sizes as well as flight certification for airborne equipment not required by 
standard LTE hardware and software or traditional eNodeB and UE deployments.  The high speed of an on-board eNodeB means there 
are increased Doppler effects to consider. This effect shifts the frequency of the carrier signal, due to the relative motion of the UE in 
the aircraft and the base station (eNodeB) on the ground. Also, LTE macro cell handover within the standard is limited to a speed of 
350 to 500 km/h depending on the frequency band limited by the LTE Random Access Procedure. 

The distances involved in transport applications also pose new challenges. Any system must be able to handle larger-than-normal cell 
sizes for LTE, and larger distances between the UE and base station. This distance creates an increased delay time in the round trip of 
the signal, which must be taken into account for proper network functionality. With large antenna arrays, an eNodeB scheduler must 
also handle beamforming and power control of the eNodeB and UE. 

CommAgility solutions, such as baseband processing and RF cards, support the unique needs of eNodeB and UE development in 
private LTE networks dedicated to delivering reliable, broadband connectivity needed in transportation services. CommAgility hard-
ware products, supported by CommAgility small cell/UE PHY and stack software, can integrate into an A2G base station as well as 
an in-flight or terrestrial, in-transit UE to address issues outside 3GPP requirements, including latency, Doppler effects, distance, and 
cell size limitations, among others. Whether it’s high-speed inflight or railway connectivity, the CommAgility hardware and software 
product portfolio is highly customizable to support LTE transportation networks from eNodeB/UE development to field-ready deploy-
ment.

To support the challenging design requirements required for reliable, networks in aviation or transportation CommAgility can provide 
eNodeB and UE customizations, including: 

• Increased distance/cell size/roundtrip delay time 

• Doppler compensation for speeds beyond 3GPP standards 

• Measurements and handover under high Doppler 

• Specialized licensed RF bands for aviation 

• Scheduler and power control customizations to support customer-specific radio and antenna configurations 

• Test solutions for system diagnostics and production

Fixed eNodeB for A2G and rail systems and vehicle-based eNodeB are built on the CommAgility AMC-
D2A4-RFx. Mobile UE platforms inside the vehicles are built on the CommAgility CA-D8A4-RFx. Both are 
enabled by CommAgility PHY and stack software.  

Aircraft based UE
and eNodeB

Train based UE 
and eNodeB

Railway eNodeBA2G Ground 
Station eNodeB

Vehicle based UE
and eNodeB
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CommAgility offers a broad range of hardware based around the latest Texas Instruments DSP SoCs and Xilinx FPGAs for LTE, as 
well as RF interface cards. The portfolio includes high-performance processing cards in standalone, AMC, and OpenVPX form fac-
tors with up to four integrated, flexible, wideband RF transceiver channels. Many of the hardware platforms are ruggedized and 
designed for harsh environments.

Hardware Platforms

Board Form factor DSP/FPGA processing RF channels Applications/where used
CA-D8A4-RF4 Standalone TCI6638K2K +

Kintex 7

Four LTE and 5G/eNodeB & specialized UE

CA-K2L-RF2 Standalone TCI6630K2L Two LTE eNodeB/small cell

VPX-D16A4-PCIE

VPX-D16A4-SRIO

VPX TCI6638K2K +

Kintex 7

None High-performance rugged DSP+FPGA/

radar, baseband, surveillance

AMC-D24A4-RFx AMC TCI6638K2K + 

TMS320C6678 +  

Kintex 7

Two or Four Baseband + RF/Sat comms, wireless test, LTE, R&D 

hardware

CommAgility provides 3GPP standards-compliant LTE software for private networks across a broad range of applications which re-
duce risk and development cost by combining standards support and a highly robust, customizable real-time architecture.  Custom-
ization of the LTE software for high latency, high Doppler shift, specific interference or multiple parallel channels enable a wide range 
of private network deployments with software for LTE UE and eNodeB development.

Software Platforms

Platform Description
SmallCellPHY Complete LTE Physical Layer for small cells on SDR, DSP and ASIC platforms

SmallCellStack Complete LTE Protocol Stack for small cell products

Mobile PHY/Stack LTE PHY and Stack software for UE (User Equipment) on SDR, DSP and ASIC platforms

SmallCellVeriPHY SmallCellVeriPHY supports testing for LTE eNodeB products, providing a MAC Emulator and a set 

of over 1000 test files (vectors)

SmallCellAdvancedScheduler Femto Forum compliant configurable scheduler

Hardware

Software

VPXD16A4PCIE

CA-D8A4-RF4

CA-K2L-RF2
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LTE Reference UE

The LTE Reference UE is a flexible system that is ideal for eNodeB and network testing, particularly in non-standard frequency 
bands. The system is based on the CommAgility CA-D8A4-RF4, which is a baseband processing and RF card for eNodeB and UE. The 
card includes a TCI6638K2K SoC and a Kintex-7 FPGA with four RF channels. The reference design is also provided with PHY and 
Stack software, and example configurations for UE connectivity.

CommAgility designs are proven, system-level LTE hardware and software solutions which save time to market and reduce risk for 
eNodeB and UE product developers, 4G/5G researchers, and LTE network engineers. The software and hardware are fully integrated 
and tested. Both hardware and software can be customized to meet specific requirements, ensuring the system is efficient, compact, 
and cost-effective.

LTE Reference eNodeB

The LTE Reference eNodeB is flexible and customer-configurable. It is based on CommAgility’s CA-K2L-RF2, a low-cost, high-perfor-
mance ARM and DSP-based processing card with two wideband RF transceiver channels. The reference design also includes PHY and 
Stack software, and example configurations for UE connectivity.

Reference Designs
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Wireless Telecom Group comprised of Boonton Electronics, CommAgility, Holzworth, Microlab and Noisecom, is a global designer and manufacturer of 

ad-vanced RF and microwave components, modules, systems and instruments. Serving the wireless, telecommunication, satellite, military, aero-space, 

semiconductor and medical industries, Wireless Telecom Group products enable innovation across a wide range of traditional and emerg-ing wireless 

technologies. With a unique set of high-performance products including peak power meters, signal analyzers, signal processing modules, LTE PHY and 

stack software, power splitters and combiners, GPS repeaters, public safety monitors, noise sources, and programmable noise generators, Wireless 

Telecom Group enables the development, testing, and deployment of wireless technologies around the globe.

Boonton Electronics is a leader in high performance RF and microwave test equipment for radar, avionics, electronic warfare, satellite and wire-

less communications, and EMI/EMC applications. Used across the semiconductor, military, aerospace, medical and communications industries for 

more than 70 years, Boonton products enable a wide range of RF power measurements and signal analysis for RF product design, production, 

maintenance and system integration. The Boonton product portfolio is designed and manufactured in the USA and includes peak and average 

RF power meters, Real-Time USB Power sensors, RF voltmeters, modulation analyzers, and audio analyzers.

Holzworth Instrumentation is a leader in high-performance phase noise analyzers and signal generators for test and measurement solutions 

in government, commercial, and academic environments. Optimized for ultra-low phase noise performance, Holzworth products offer fast 

switching speeds, spectral purity, accuracy, and high reliability while meeting stringent performance specifications in a unique form factor. The

Holzworth product portfolio includes real-time phase noise analyzers, broadband RF and microwave synthesizers, frequency dividers, ampli-

fiers, downconverters, phase detectors, and phase shifters. 

Microlab is a leader in low PIM (passive intermod) RF and microwave products enabling signal distribution and deployment of in-building

DAS (distributed antenna systems), wireless base stations and small cell networks. High performance passive components such as power com-

biners, directional couplers, attenuators, terminators and filters are developed for broadband applications to support public safety networks, 

GPS reference signaling, television transmitters and aircraft landing systems. Active solutions from Microlab include GPS signal repeaters for 

cellular timing synchronization and passive safety monitors for real-time in-building DAS system diagnostics.

Noisecom is a leader of RF and microwave noise sources for signal jamming and impairment, reference level comparison and 

calibration, receiver 

robustness testing, and jitter injection. Electronic noise generation devices from Noisecom come in a variety of product types including, noise di-

odes, built-in-test modules (BITE), calibrated noise sources, jitter sources, cryogenic noise standards and programmable instruments. Calibrated 

noise sources are available from audio to millimeter wavelengths in coaxial or waveguide modules. Programmable instruments are highly con-

figurable and able to generate precise Carrier-to-Noise, Signal-to-Noise and broad band white noise. Noisecom products 

are customizable  to meet the unique needs of challenging applications and can be designed for high power, high crest factor, specific filter 

responses with a wide selection of input and output options.

CommAgility is a developer of embedded signal processing and RF modules, and LTE PHY/stack software, for 4G and 5G mobile 

network and related applications. Combining the latest DSP, FPGA and RF technologies with advanced, industry-leading software,

CommAgility provides compact, powerful, and reliable products for integration into high performance test equipment, special-

ized radio and intelligence systems, and R&D demonstrators. CommAgility engineers work closely with customers to provide 

hardware and software solutions for the most demanding real-time signal processing, test and control challenges in wireless 

baseband, semiconductor processing, medical imaging, radar and sonar applications.


